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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

November 2 1 , 1 990

Dear Editor:

Regarding my letter of September 24, I take your point that editorial policy should give
place to different view points. My formulation was misunderstandable. Actually I meant
only to criticize Stackhouse's editorial (Vol.X, No. 2, pp. 4 1 -44) not OPREE as a whole. I
maintain that Stackhouse in his editorial has not been careful, and it is from him that I would
expect a much more careful evaluation.
For example, I would expect that other people familiar with Marx and Marxism would
agree that his casual remarks on Marx and Marxism are quite questionable. On page 4 1 , he
seems to suggest that Marx' vision of Solidarity implies a return to premodern
communitarianism and a rejection of modern civilization including industry (factories) and
urbanization. This looks more like Gandhi than Marx. At present we have in India a crucial
rethinking process on the modern neglect of peasantry and subsistence economy. Critical
economists as well as ecologists are increasingly becoming aware that a majority of poor
people as well as the sustenance of a vulnerable environment are depending on the
development of an economy which starts from this sort of decentralized production upgrading
it with ecologically sustainable technologies instead of relying on a type of economic and
technological practices which destroy this economic and ecological base of survival. This
approach implies a critique of the prevailing development concept which is shared by the
Marxist orientated Left which distinguishes them from the Gandhians. In this discussion
important distinctions are made between the younger and the older Marx, Lenin, and Stalin.
Stackhouse suggests that all three are on one line of communitarianism. I do not expect him
or OPREE to agree with my appreciation of the tradition of communitarian socialism, but
it should be possible to agree that Stalin's State Socialism based on the destruction of
communitarian structures and communitarian socialism--as for e.g. presented by Martin
Buber in Paths in Utopia--are two very different things. I am afraid that Stackhouse's
clubbing the two has the function to kill other socialist perspectives along with the collapse
of State Socialism.
Another example of a less-than careful generalization I find on page 42 where he clubs
Tanzania and Bangladesh with countries like Vietnam and Cuba which only can lead to a
mess in the analysis of the various problems these countries face following rather different
models under different conditions. The claim that "controlled economies did not generate
goods and services for the common good," but only increased poverty and despair becomes
the next untenable generalization. Whatever critic we may have of the "guided democracy"
in Cuba and China, it appears to me that it will be difficult to deny that these economies
have been able to generate services, e.g. health services which are for the common good and
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which are out of reach in most other Third World countries.
What angered me most in Stackhouse's editorial was the sweeping statement about those
who were anti-anti-Communists as "unprincipled compromisers." This statement I had in
mind when I quoted in my earlier letter, a friend of mine in the GDR, Dr. Christoph Hinz,
who was never in the good books of the SED regime (he was not allowed to travel and most
of his studies could not be published). Yet this theologian had an independent democratic
socialist perspective and rejected the usual sort of anti-Communism as an ideological weapon
used to suppress necessary critique of the capitalist world. He wrote to me an anguished
letter expressing his bitter anger about these "Christian Democrats like Kohl who deprive us
of our history." That has been a history of Christians who have tried to live a Christian
witness in those countries, rejecting anti-Communism as well as uncritical conformism while
making principled compromises. If Stackhouse would be right, almost all present church
leaders in the GDR would fall under this verdict. They have supported the dissidents who
led the People's Movement in the GDR, and today they are accused by the West German
Christian Democrats of being unreliable socialist oriented characters. The same would apply
to theologians like Barth and Gollwitzer who always criticized anti-Communism as well as
Stalinist State Socialism.
What I have said here about Christians in Eastern Europe would apply in another way also
to many of the non-Christian dissidents who opposed the ruling regimes from an alternative
democratic socialist perspective. Stackhouse may think that that is illusionary. That is a
matter for discussion but it is careless to denounce them as unprincipled compromises.
Finally, I would add a few remarks about Stackhouse's conclusion based on the statement
that "Marxist Revolution is over."
Revolution.)

(Marxists would never speak of it as a Marxist

What is over is State Socialism which resulted from the aftermath of the

October Revolution 1 9 1 7 and the aftermath of the II World War. As far as Marxist theory
is concerned, it needs serious discussion to assess whether its capacity as an instrument for
a critical analysis of capitalism has been exhausted. In any case, if the dismissal of Marxist
theory, any sort of socialism and liberation theology means that there is no other vision left
than that of Stackhouse's public theology, then this implies that there is no hope for the
majority of humankind which consists of the poor of the Third World. Writing from India,
I consider a vision which constructs "guidelines for a globalized technologized cosmopolitan
civilization" not as something which holds any promise for the majority of Indian masses.
With Best Wishes,
Yours Sincerely,
Dr. Bas Wielenga
Centre for Social Analysis
Madurai, Tamil Nadu, INDIA
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